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PREFACE
This Calendar describes all the documents relating to French

and British North America preserved in the Archives of the Sacred
Congregation de Propaganda Fide in Rome, for the period 1622-1799.
At the beginning, there is a description of the methods employed
in the preparation of the calendar, directions on how to use a
standard entry and a list of the abbreviations and symbols used in
the calendar. For further information, researchers should consult
the Guide to Documents Relating to French and British North America
in the Archives of the Sacred Congregation de Propaganda Fide in
Rome, 1622-1799, prepared by the same author and published by the
National Archives of Canada in 1990.

That guide, which serves as an introduction to the Calendar,
provides a history of the congregation, the organization of its
archives, a study of several projects carried out by the archivists
and historians using documents held by that institution, and a
description of the methodology used in preparing the Calendar. In
addition, it provides a bibliography of publications relating to
the religious history of the period covered and an index to all the
proper names mentioned in the Calendar.

This undertaking has been carried out in conjunction with the
Research Centre for Religious History in Canada at Saint Paul
University. We would like to express our appreciation to those in
charge of the archives of the Sacred Congregation de Propaganda
Fide, now called the Congregation for the Evangelization of
Peoples, and particularly to Father Joseph Metzler, aMI, formerly
responsible for these archives and now in charge of the Secret
Archives of the Vatican, for enabling us to carry out this project.
We wish sincerely to thank Mr. Luca Codignola, who went carefully
through the series of documents and drew up the Calendar. We are
also grateful to Father pierre Hurtubise, aMI, Director of the
Research Centre for Religious History in Canada and Rector of Saint
Paul University, and Mr. victorin Chabot, Chief of the Canadian
Society Archives service, Manuscript Division, at the National
Archives of Canada, for coordinating this project. And finally, we
extend our sincere thanks to Father avila Gadouas, aMI, who
translated the Calendar into French.

Jean-pierre Wallot,
National Archivist



METHODS EMPLOYED IN THE PREPARATION OF THE CALENDAR

The Calendar contains descriptions of 2,441 documents
conserved in different series of the Propaganda Fide archives.1 In
all, 1,932 archival volumes were examined.2 Entries summarize the
content of all the documents with respect to facts and individuals
in French and British North America between 1622 and 1799. We will
now discuss the geographical and chronological scope of the
Calendar.

As to geography, since there is no practical distinction in
North America between French and British territories until the
second half of the eighteenth century, both are accounted for. This
editor has then included the whole of what is now Canada, the
eastern part of what is now the United. States, particularly
Louisiana, the area then called Ohio and Mississippi, and the great
American West, at that period almost exclusively in the hands of
the French. Conversely, documents dealing with the area of the
united states that from 1622 to 1799 was under Spanish rule are
omitted, since they were treated by the Holy See as the
northernmost portion of South and Central (i.e., Spanish) America.
Florida as such was then excluded from the Calendar.3 Louisiana was
included because, for the whole of the period in question, it
presented something of a political anomaly.

Chronologically speaking, 1622 is the only logical starting
point, since it was the year in which Propaganda was established.
On the other hand, 1799 represents quite simply the end of the
eighteenth century, and the beginning of another era for the
Catholic church in Europe, which originated from the disruption of
the Napoleonic period.4

All documents of interest to North America that pre-date 1622
were calendared; they were very few.5 Conversely, a large number of
documents were found that are dated after 1800. With very few
exceptions, 6 they were not inventoried and were left for a new
calendar devoted to the period 1800 and after. When the same
archival volume was found to contain documents dated 1799 and
before, or 1800 and after, only the former were calendared.

This editor has tried to give the widest possible scope to his
work, and to bear in mind the many facets of the research and the
variety of uses to which it might be put. He has therefore not
restricted himself only to those documents mentioning North America
(however briefly) or having a direct bearing on the history of
North America, but has also taken into consideration documents that
do not refer specifically to America. His view encompasses those
that may have in some way influenced the American pOlicy of
Propaganda (for example, the many documents regarding the Capuchins
in the first half of the seventeenth century), which indicate the
depth of knowledge of American affairs on the part of Propaganda
officials (for example, the different subdivisions of the world
among the various cardinals of Propaganda, where North America was
notably absent), and that demonstrate the possibility of errors and
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mistaken geographical attributions (for example, the confusion
between America and Africa, the West Indies and the East Indies,
Armenia and America, Newfoundland and the Holy Land).7

Obviously there can be no objective limit to research, unless
we undertake an analysis of the entire body of Propaganda's
documentation. For example, the problems arising between the
Jesuits and Propaganda in China had, in their turn, a decided
influence upon the relations between the Jesuits and Propaganda in
North America. Nothing is, ultima1:ely, beyond the scope of this
enquiry. As no such objective criterion can exist, and such an
extension is clearly impracticable, the final choice and
responsibility must lie with the editor. Any error should, however,
be on the side of excess, and any omission must be put down to the
mistakes to which any archival research is open.

In order to be as inclusive as possible, this editor has
chosen not to extrapolate individual documents dealing with North
America from their dossiers, but to calendar all dossiers in their
entirety. In order to form a dossier, a group of documents must
identify as a unity -- either being part of the same packet, or
showing evidence of being used as such by Propaganda officials. In
a number of cases, this is confirmed by references to the same
"Congregazione Generale" (General Congregation), to enclosures,
translations, etc. Documents that were originally part of the same
dossier may now be scattered among various series in the archives
of Propaganda. To preserve the unity of individual dossiers, this
editor has kept them intact in all parts, thus cataloguing items
not in themselves concerned with North America.8 In two cases, this
proved to be quite cumbersome because of the disproportion between
American and non-American matters.9 In other cases, documents that
in themselves do not pertain to North America have been calendared,
because they were cross-referenced with documents of other series
that do deal with North America.

The same methods and problems apply to the treatment of
individuals. Anyone having anything to do with the history of
French and British North America between 1622 and 1799 has been
included in the Calendar. In the case of individuals, however, some
serious problems arose. How to consider an individual during his
or her previous non-American life? Generally, the criterion
followed was that of calendaring all the documents that could have
direct bearing on the American experience of the individual in
question. For example, Joseph de Paris's refusal to grant Pacifique
de Provins permission to return to the missions in the Orient was
considered an objective factor behind Pacifique's subsequent
proj ect of a new mission in Acadia. Yet Pacifique's documents
relating to his activity in the Orient were not included in the
Calendar.

In some cases, the importance of an individual who lived
principally in North America has led this editor to include entries
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concerning documentary material that does not strictly relate to
that area. Examples are Franyois de Laval's presence at Franyois
Pallu's consecration as bishop, and Louis Hennepin's European life
after his American explorations. There is then the problem of
individuals who had continual dealings with North America but never
set foot on the continent {for example, Simon stock and Pierre de
La Rue, Abbe de L'Isle-Dieu), or of those who tried to go but
appear never to have gotten there (for example, Paolo Moretti), or
of those who were thought to be in North America, but were in fact
elsewhere (for example, Pacifique de Provins). They too were
included in the Calendar, but only when the documents in question
were somewhat related to North America. For example, neither
Stock's letters dealing exclusively with England, nor L'Isle-
Dieu's reports dealing exclusively with the West Indies, were
calendared.

All names of persons appear in the entries in their modern
standard form by their family names only. If there is room for
confusion, initials or full first names are also used. Full names,
with additional information mainly referring to the period covered
by the documents, are to be found in the Index. Original spellings
are maintained only in quotations, or when the individual was not
clearly recognizable to this editor. The same treatment applies to
geographical names, which are always given in their modern standard
form in their original language (Saint-Malo, not st. Malo), unless
modern usage requires its English translation (Padua, not Padova) .

An effort has been made to identify indlviduals, facts, places
and dates when they are not in the original documents, which is
unfortunately most often the case. Obviously, this was not always
possible. Everything between square brackets belongs to the editor,
and everything else is in the original document.

It now seems necessary to explain why some series and sub-
series were selected for this Calendar, while others were excluded.
In the case of some series, whose volumes are in simple
chronological sequence (Acta, SOCG, Udienze, Lettere), volumes were
simply examined from the beginning until the year 1799. Some other
series (Fondo Vienna, Informazioni, Istruzioni, Miscellanee
Diverse, Miscellanee Generali, Miscellanee Varie, Decreti, Brevi
e bolle, Congregazioni Particolari) were examined completely,
although only documents dated 1799 or before were calendared.

The Congressi series, divided as it is into many sub-series,
requires special consideration. Apart from the fact that volumes
were investigated only as far as documents dated 1799 or before
were concerned, no attempt was made to cover the whole series and,
consequently, all sub-series. A random investigation into the sub-
series dealing with countries with no known relations with North
America showed that the chance of finding doCuments of interest in
such sub-series (as those dealing with Ethiopia, Muscovy, Hungary,
China, etc.) is almost non-existant. The editor then proceeded in
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his investigation according to a scheme that took into account the
following categories of sub-series and volumes:

those clearly dealing with America (America Settentrionale,
America Centrale, America Meridionale, America Antille)
- those dealing with countries with known American connections
(Anglia, Francia, Irlanda, Belgio Olanda, Elvezia Rezia Savoia
Piemonte, Spagna Portogallo Gibilterra)

those dealing with general matters (Missioni, Cardinali,
Segretari, Protonotari, Consultori, Ministri)
- all miscellaneous volumes relating to the above sub-series.

The following is the list of congressi sub-series and volumes
that were investigated and in which documents of interest to the
Calendar were found: 10

- America Settentrionale, vols. 1-2
- America Centrale, vols. 1-3
- *America Centrale, Miscellanee, vols. 1-5
- America Meridionale, vols. 1-4
- America Antille, vols. 1-3
- Anglia, vols. 1-5
- *Anglia, Miscellanee, vols. 1-6
- Francia, vols. 1-2
- Irlanda, vols. 1-17
- Missioni, vols. 1-7
- *Missioni, Miscellanee, vols. 1-26
- Sacra congregazione, vols. 1-3

The following is the list of Congressi sub-series and volumes
where findings were deemed to be possible, but no documents were
actually found:
- *Francia, Miscellanee, vol. 1
- Belgio Olanda, vols. 1-16
- *Belgio Olanda, Miscellanee, vols. 1-13
- Elvezia Rezia Savoia Piemonte, valSe 1-8
- *Elvezia Rezia Savoia Piemonte, Miscellanee, vols. 1-2
- Spagna Portogallo Gibilterra, vol. 1
- *Cardinali, segretari, Protonotari, Consultari, vols. 1-3

*Cardinali, Segretari, Protonotari, Consultori, Miscellanee,
vols. 1-2
- Ministri, vols. 1-2
- *Ministri, Miscellanee, vol.l.

Indiarumetsinarumrebusde

Some series were not examined, because, on the basis of
Metzler' s Inventoryll and of the experience gained during the
preparation of the Calendar, findings were not deemed to be
possible. They are as follows:

Congregatio Particularis
Orientaliumi
- Congregatio super Correnctione Librorum Ecclesiae Orientalisi
- Atti della Commissione per la revisione delle Regolei
- Sinodi Diocesanii
- Fondo Spigai
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- Fondo Consalvii
- Regestum Facultatumi
- Collezione d'Istruzioni, Circolari e Decreti a stampa.
For a complete and exhaustive explanation of the contents of the
above series, one should consult Metzler's Inventory.12
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NOTES
1 Here is a listing of the number of documents found for the

following series: Acta, 235; SOCG, 727; Varia and Addenda,
429; Lettere, 461; congressi, 589.

2 There are 168 volumes of the Acta series, 908 of SOCG, 74 of
Fondo Vienna, 17 of Informazioni, 8 of Istruzioni, 126 of
Miscellanee (37 of Miscellanee Diverse, 33 of Miscellanee
Generali, 56 of Miscellanee Varie), 37 of Udienze, 13 of
Decreti, 13 of Brevi e bolle, 162 of Congregazioni
Particolari, 278 of Lettere, 129 of Congressi.

3 References to Spanish North America are found in Finbar
Kenneally, ed., United states Documents in the Propaganda Fide
Archives. A Calendar. First Series, vols. 1-7, and Index to
vols. 1-7, Washington, DC: Academy of American Franciscan
History, 1966-1981. As far as the scope of the Calendar is
concerned, one may say that eVE~rything that is in Kenneally is
also in the Calendar, but not vice versa.

4 See Owen Chadwick, The Popes and European Revolution', Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1981.

5 A report on dominant religion allover the world, [Rome, 16th
century], .Q 526; Propaganda's internal memorandum, [Rome,
?1610-1], Varia 183; [Lorenzo de Paoli] to Paul V, [Rome,
?1610-1], Varia 184; Guido Bentivoglio to Joseph Le Caron,
Paris, 20 March 1618, SOCG 284.

6 Propaganda's internal memorandum, [Padua, Nov. 1800], Lettere
461; [Propaganda] to pius VII, [Rome, after July 1800], .Q 242;
[John Mattingly?] to [Propaganda?], [?London, ?after 1806], .Q
264; Propaganda's internal memorandum, [Rome, c. 1823], Varia
194.

7 For these examples, see Chapter One, note 48; Chapter Three,
note 4 in the Guide.

8 See Fran90is-Louis de Pourroy de Lauberiviere's request for
faculties, which was calendared with similar requests from
other bishops (Lauberiviere to Clement XII, [1739], SOCG 527;
and the dossier SOCG 522-527).

9 See the dossiers in SOCG 512, 540-575; and SOCG 609-670.

10 The sequence of the
choice. An asterisk
series was examined.

two
(*)

following lists is the editor's
indicates that the complete sub-

11 Nikolaus Kowalsky and
Historical Archives of

Josef Metzler, Inventory
the Sacred Congregation

of
for

the
the



Evangelization of
Enlarged Edition,
1983.

12 Ibidem.

Peoples or Hde
Rome: Pontificia

10

Propaganda Fide.H New
Universitas Urbaniana,
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HOWTO USE A STABDARD ENTRY OF THE CALElmAR

In the Calendar, each entry has a specific number within its
series (for example, Acta, 116, SOCG 213, Varia 202, Lettere 51,
congressi 1051) • Also, each series has been numbered: II, Actai III,
SOCGi IV, Varia and Addendai V, Letterei VI, Congressi. (Many minor
series have been regrouped under IV, Varia and Addenda.)

For each document, the series and subseries are provided.
These are followed by the volume number and, when possible, the
year or years the volume covers. In some cases, the time span
indicated for a volume corresponds only vaguely to the year or
years covered by the records.

The volume number is followed by all folios (or, more rarely,
pages) of which the calendared document consists. Blanks are
considered part of a document. For example, "ff. 99rv-100rv" means
that the document consists of folios 99 and 100. On the other hand,
"ff. 109rv, 112rv" means that the document consists of folios 109
and 112, but that folios 110 and 111 belong to another document.
In the case of series where no incoming documents are preserved
(Acta, Lettere, Decreti, etc.), a document may consist of a portion
of a folio only. For example, "ff. 82v-83r" means that the document
appears on the verso of folio 82 and on the recto of folio 83, but
that the recto of folio 82 and the verso of folio 83 belong to
other documents.

The above two kinds of information, i.e., the title of the
archival series and the volume number, are the only ones necessary
when ordering a particular document in the archives of Propaganda.
The sub-series need only be specified in the case of the Congressi
series. Folio (or page) numbers are then necessary to locate the
document within the selected volume.

Next, the language used in the document is shown. In the case
of incoming documents pertaining to North America, most are written
in Italian and Latin, although some are in French, Spanish and
English. Incoming documents written in a language other than
Italian (sometimes even in Latin) were usually translated into
Italian by the foreign clergy's agents residing in Rome for
circulation among Propaganda officials. Some of these translations
are still attached to the original documents. Most of Propaganda's
outgoing documents were written in Italian or Latin, although
occasionally we find letters in French. Although the core of the
document is usually in one language only, often notes were
scribbled on the original document or citations were made that were
in another language. Sometimes a single entry may consist of up to
three different languages.

Each entry contains historical information on the document.
This information varies according to the nature of the archival
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series. In Acta, being a collection of proceedings of the
"Congregazioni Generali" (General Congregations), only the place
where the meeting was held (invariably Rome) and the date of the
meeting are indicated. In Lettere, being registers of copies of
letters written by Propaganda officials, dates of outgoing letters
are clearly stated. The only notable exception is vol. 275, where
days are usually absent. The place of origin is nearly always Rome
(though this is seldom openly stated). Letters registered in vols.
276-277, however, were mostly written in Padua or Venice. Dates of
both Acta and Lettere, as is the case for all Propaganda's internal
or outgoing documents, are given according to the New Style
calendar (Calendario Gregoriano). Seldom do Propaganda's letters
indicate the name of the person who signed the original, even
though this was, most often, the prefect or the secretary of the
Congregation.

Entries relating to series of incoming documents (SOCG,
congressi, etc.), show the names of the sender(s) and of the
addressee(s), edited according to modern standard usage, usually
in the language of the country of origin, followed by a short
indication of their capacity at the time when the letter was
written. Obviously, not all incoming documents are letters. In the
case of books, pamphlets or printed matter in general, their author
is given. Entries show the day, month and year in which the
document was written. Documents that have subsequently been
certified are sometimes given according to the date of
certification, although original dates are given in the subsequent
description of the document. Unless otherwise stated, all incoming
documents are dated according to the New Style calendar. One must
note, however, that information about sender and addressee, place
and date of a document, is seldom complete, and that details
lacking in the original document have been supplemented by this
editor whenever possible.

Each entry also includes a summary of the contents of the
document. In the case of Acta, the summary is usually preceded by
details about the number of the relating General Congregation, of
the item in question (for example, "CG 290/13"), followed by the
name of the member of Propaganda to whom the matter was entrusted
(for example: "ReI.: Pallotta"). In the case of SOCG or other
series containing incoming documents, the summary is predeeded by
archival indications of the type of document (for example "ALS",
or "M", or "PM"). 2

Additional information is given between brackets only when it
offers data that are not in the original document and that this
editor considers to be necessary or of particular significance.
Whenever a document has. too many names, and they cannot be
contained in the summary, all names are listed in the remarks
following the summary. When the document touches upon matters other
than North American, this is indicated at the end of the
description.
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The summary is followed by a number of additional indications,
which may vary according to the series. They are as follows:

MN(s) Marginal note(s) by Propaganda officials

PF notes Additional notes or comments on the matter in question by
Propaganda officials

PF S Summary of the contents of the document prepared by
Propaganda officials

Df of PF answer Draft of the reply to be written as it will
appear in Lettere. In some cases, the date of the reply
may also accompany the draft or simply replace it.

Df of R Draft of the rescriptum as it will appear in Acta (only in
SOCG)

R Rescriptum (only in Acta)

Re CG 155/1 of 29 Mar. 1632 There is an explicit cross-reference
with the CG 155 of 29 March 1632, where the document in
question was discussed as item no. 1 of the cardinals'
agenda (only in SOCG) .

Re PF answer of 1789 There is an explicit cross-reference with the
13 June 1789 date of the reply as it will appear in
Lettere.

Bs: 80v, 87r The verso of folio 80 and the recto of folio 87 are
blanks (blanks are considered part of the document) .

In the last section of each entry, general details on the
documents are given, such as their forming part of a dossier, the
existence of enclosures, other copies, translations, erroneous
pagination, etc. Cross-references with documents of other series
(i.e., with entries of other volumes of this Calendar) are clearly
specified at the end of each entry. They usually consist of
references to an incoming document, to the proceedings of the
discussions or decisions related to it, and, finally, to the
decrees, instructions or replies that originated from it. For
example, Richard Challoner, bishop of Debra and coadjutor of the
bishop of Prusa, Benjamin Petre, wrote to Propaganda in 1756 from
London (SOCG 532). Two summaries prepared by Propaganda officials
are extant of that letter, one with additional comments and notes
(Q 573), and another that is shorter (Q 575). We also have a
memorandum written by the Congregati.on's secretary, Nicola Lercari,
explaining the case (Q 416). We then find the proceedings of the
discussion as it took place in the "Congregazione Generale"
(General Congregation) of 6 Dec. 1756, with an indication of the
Pope's approval of the decision made by the cardinals dated 23 Jan.
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1757 (Acta 204). A reply was then 'written and sent to Petre on 29
Jan. 1757 (Lettere 146).3
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NOTES
1 Congressi is abbreviated as Q.
2 For these abbreviations, consult the list "Abbreviations and

symbols."
3 Richard Challoner to Propaganda, [London, 1756], SOCG 532;

Propaganda's internal memorandum, [Rome, 6 Dec. 1756], Q 575;
Propaganda's internal memorandum, [Rome 6 Dec. 1756], Q 573;
[Nicola Lercari] to [Propaganda], [Rome, 6] Dec. 1756, Q 416;
Proceedings of the General Congregation of 6 Dec. 1757, Acta
204; [Propaganda] to Benjamin Petre, Rome, 29 Jan. 1757,
Lettere 146.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
abp.
ACS
Acta
ADf
ADfS
AL
alias
ALS
AM
ap.
APF

B
b.
bp.
Brevi e bolle
C

.Q

.Q, AA

.Q, AC

.Q, AM

.Q, Anglia

.Q, Anglia,
Miscellanee

.Q, AS

.Q, Cardinali
Consul tori
.Q, Francia
.Q, Irlanda
.Q, Missioni
.Q, Missioni,

Miscellanee
c.
cdl.
CG
CG/6
CG 33/18
CM
congr.
CP
CP
CP/2
CS

CSSp
D
Decreti
DS
f.

archbishop (pl. abps.)
autograph copy, signed
APF, Acta series
autograph draft, unsigned
autograph draft, signed
autograph letter, unsigned
otherwise called
autograph letter, signed
autograph memorandum
apostolic
Archives of the Sacred Congregation "de
Propaganda Fide"
blank (pl. Bs)
born
bishop (pl. bps.)
APF, Brevi e bolle series
contemporary manuscript copy in another hand,
unsigned
APF, Congressi series \
APF, America Antille sub-series
APF, America Centrale sub-series
APF, America Meridionale sub-series
APF, Anglia sub-series
APF, Anglia, Miscellanee sub-series

APF, America Settentrionale sub-series
APF, .Q, Cardinali, Segretari, Protonotari,
sub-series
APF, .Q, Francia sub-series
APF, .Q, Irlanda sub-series
APF, .Q, Missioni sub-series
APF, .Q, Missioni, Miscellanee sub-series

about
cardinal (pl. cdls.)
General congregation (Congregazione Generale)
General Congregation unnumbered, item no. 6
General Congregation no. 33, item no. 18
Congregation of the Mission (Lazarists)
congregation
APF, Congregazioni Particolari series
Special Congregation (Congregazione Particolare)
special Congregation, item no.2
contemporary manuscript copy in another hand,
signed
Congregation du Saint-Esprit (Spiritains)
official manuscript document, unsigned
APF, Decreti series
official manuscript document, signed
folio (pl. ff.)
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sub-series

Fondo Vienna series
FV, Congressi sub-series
FV, Decreti sub-series
FV, Dubia et resolutiones

floruit

APF, FV, Registro dei brevi sub-series

APF,
APF,
APF,
APF,

APF, FV, SOCG sub-series
APF, FV, Varia sub-series
that is
APF, Informazioni series
APF, Istruzioni series
APF, Lettere series
letter in another hand, signed
memorandum
monsignor

diverseAPF, Miscellanee diverse series
generali APF, Miscellanee generali series
varie APF, Miscellanee varie series

marginal note (pl. MNs)
memorandum, signed
manuscript (pl. mss)
nuncio
number
New Style
Order of the Brothers of the Blessed Virgin Mary
of Mount Carmel (Carmelites)
Order of the Discalced Brothers of the Blessed
Virgin Mary of Mount Carmel (Discalced
Carmelites)
Order of citeaux
Order of the cistercians of the strict
Observance (Trappists)
Order of Friars Minor (Franciscans)
Order of Friars Minor Capuchin (Capuchins)
Order of Friars Minor Recollet (Recollets)
Hospitaller Order of st. John of God
Order of the Minims (Minims)
Order of Friars Preacher (Dominicans)
Old Style
Order of st. Augustine (Augustinians)
Order of st. Benedict (Benedictines)
Sacred Congregation "de Propaganda Fide"
plural
printed matter
post scriptum
Society of Priests of st. Sulpice (Sulpicians)
rescriptum (decision made)
recto
with reference to
correctly

OCD

ocist
OCSO

fl.
FV
FV, C
FV, Decreti
FV, Dubia et

resolutiones
FV, Registro dei

brevi
FV, SOCG
FV, Varia
i. e.
Informazioni
Istruzioni
Lettere
LS
M
Mgr
Miscellanee
Miscellanee
Miscellanee
MN
MS
ms
N
no.
NS
OCarm

OFM
OFM Cap
OFM Rec
OH
OM
OP
OS
OSA
OSB
PF
pl.
PM
PS
PSS
R
r
re
recte
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